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No giant step is required to jump from the dank cobblestones of postreformation Geneva to the monastic environment of the Restoration and eighteenth-century Oxford colleges. Even then these establishments may have been socially and intellectually privileged but were not yet steeped in the 'port and wine' -the soft luxuries Gibbon claimed to have found at mid-century. In theory they consisted of enclaves of male scholars formed along old monastic regulations and statues requiring self-discipline, dedication and celibacy. In practice they fell short of these pieties. In extreme circumstances, such as the case at hand, they veered in an opposite direction towards outright profligacy, not least as the result of asymmetrical hierarchies of power. The issue for the historian is not primarily how such aberrations could occasionally occur, but their contexts and comparative conditions in the local Oxford of the day. For even then -almost three centuries ago -the colleges assembled privileged groups of males elevated far above the lower social orders and granted them almost unlimited freedom to study and worship in rarefied surroundings.
1
The cases discussed in this and the next chapter -one at Wadham College in the 1730s, the other at Magdalen in the 1860s -are so different that they pose a methodological predicament: how to tease out their patterns of intergenerational sexuality. In some ways they were thoroughly unique, as we shall see. Furthermore, our guard is continuously up against presentist prejudices and the imprisoning, but necessary, labels they have generated: heterosexual, bisexual, homosexual, and the current penchant for sexual abuse and paedophilia. The historical cases at hand occurred chronologically before the late nineteenth-century sexological constructions of 'Urnings, Uranians, and Dorians' -pretty-sounding Greek names bestowed in a culture of 142 euphemism and ellipsis to dignify an evolving type -and also prior to Freud's psychoanalytical revolution explaining how such seductions of children arose in the first place.
2
They evolved in male colleges where sodomitical relations (which we shall discuss in a moment) were still unthinkable and largely unspeakable, despite having surreptiously existed for centuries.
3 College foundations largely sustained by the Church of England had no place for such practices, let alone their discussion. Still, the paradox of interpreting these relations remains with us, and as time elapses both casesearlier and later -seem stranger than they were a generation ago when the salad days of the 1970s found them less problematic. Their sources are primarily archival. Very little contemporary anecdotal information exists about them outside these archival remains and they have been neglected, perhaps because they tread on delicate ground in the very places, the Oxford colleges, two centuries after the event: public institutions would rather not confront these aspects of their history. My approach aims to let the stories speak for themselves and then cautiously tease out patterns and trends, conclusions and directions for further thought.
4
The assault at Wadham
On Saturday 3 February 1739, Robert Thistlethwayte, the then 48-year-old Warden of Wadham, sent his manciple to fetch Master William French, a 22-year-old Commoner who had been in residence for two years.
5 Robert Thistlethwayte was a middle brother. His two brothers, Francis and Robert, had both matriculated at Wadham: Francis, the older, proceeding to practice in the courts of law. The Thistlethwayte boys had grown up in Wiltshire, in a country family whose parents moved around to various southern shires. Nothing in the younger Thistlethwayte's career gave cause for alarm in light of the scandal that ensued: a younger son of a good family destined for holy orders gets a place at Oxford, wins a Fellowship, chooses a life as Fellow over one as a parish priest, and when still in his mid-thirties is elected Head of his College. There had been many similar backgrounds and careers in Augustan and Georgian Oxford. Such pluralism had been a way of life for centuries: most heads of Oxford colleges were in holy orders and had a parish tucked under their belts. In later years they might also pick up a canonry or prebend, even if they did not climb higher up the clerical ladder, and their careers remained nonetheless respectable. Thistlethwayte was a canon of Westminster Cathedral and Chaplain to
